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ABOUT US

EVENTS & CATERING

Established in 2012, Pass Code Hospitality is a boutique firm, that has quickly 
become one of the brand leaders in the F&B industry in India. The 
company owns and operates six food & beverage brands across India: 
award-winning cocktail bar PCO, highly-acclaimed private members club ATM, 
SAZ American brasserie, popular South East Asian restaurant Ping's Cafe 
Orient, regional Indian restaurant Jamun and martini bar PDA.

Since its inception, the firm has specialized in finding and filling niches in the 
dynamic food and beverage space by creating original concepts and experienc-
es for diners. By developing a variety of offerings and brands, the company can 
service almost any need for diners-including large scale events such as 
India Cocktail Week, off-site catering, and other bespoke services.

1. INDIAN COCKTAIL WEEK, Pan-India
2. PCO BAR CATERING & CONSULTING, Pan-India & International

FOOD & BEVERAGE VENTURES
1.    À TA MAISON (Private Members Club), Sunder Nagar, New Delhi
2.    À TA MAISON (Private Members Club), Camac St, Kokalta
2.    PCO, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi
3.    PCO, Kamala Mills, Mumbai*
4.    PING’S CAFE ORIENT, Lodhi Colony, New Delhi
5.    PING’S CAFE ORIENT, Off Park Street, Kolkata
6.    PING’S CAFE ORIENT, Saket, New Delhi
7.    PING’S BIA HOI, Sangolda, Goa
8.    PING’S BIA HOI, One Horizon, Gurgaon
9.    PING’S CAFE ORIENT, Kamala Mills, Mumbai*
10.  PDA MARTINI BAR, GK II, New Delhi
11.  JAMUN, Lodhi Colony, New Delhi
12.  JAMUN GOA, Assagao, Goa
13.  SAZ, Sundar Nagar, New Delhi
14.  SAZ, Camac Street, Kolkata
15.  SAZ, Jio World Drive, BKC, Mumbai*
16.  SAZ CAFE, Kamala Mills, Mumbai*
17.  SAZ AMERICAN BRASSERIE, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi*
18.  SAZ ON THE BEACH, Morjim Beach, Goa*



À TA MAISON PRIVATE MEMBER’S CLUB
SUNDER NAGAR, DELHI | CAMAC ST, KOLKATA 
À Ta Maison (or ATM) is a discreet, and 
intimate members club where members 
get waited on by butlers, dine-on expertly 
crafted food, pick from carefully curated 
wine and malt lists, or enjoy some of India’s 
finest, award-winning cocktails. The 
ultimate home-away-from-home, ATM is a 
supper club with a focus on offering 
members the ability to connect to a 
community of like-minded individuals 
through social and intellectual events or 
over a meal. Known for bespoke dining, 
this has become the go-to space for those 
who want something truly unique catered 
especially for them.

Applications are available at 
http://www.atamaison.com/membership.php



PCO (PASS 
CODE ONLY)
VASANT VIHAR, DELHI | 
KAMALA MILLS, MUMBAI 

Inspired by the tradition of making a perfect cocktail,
PCO is a one-of-a-kind cocktail bar. At PCO, the focus is 
on the quality and preparation of cocktails - which 
range from classic cocktails to the completely bespoke 
Mood CocktailTM.

The food menu is simple and wholesome, with a focus 
on robust, lively flavours. Since we have opened our 
doors, we have catered to those who know, those who 
need something new, and most importantly those who 
care.
A true hideaway, PCO has garnered much acclaim, 
including winning national and international awards, 
including featuring on top 500 bars of the world,
winning the Times of India Food & Nightlife Best Bar— 
Luxury Night Out for six years in a row, best cocktail,
best ambience, best mixologist and many more.

ENTRY Guests require a PassCode that changes two to 
three times a week, and is sent to a list of regular 
patrons and friends.

AWARDS , ACCOLADES  & CRITICAL  

ACCLAIM

Since opening in 2012, PCO has won a number of 

national and international awards including:

• Ranked 277 in Top 500 Bars in the World in 2020

• Bacardi Legacy’s Top 8 Bartenders in the World 

(2013),

• The Times Food & Nightlife Best Bar in New 

Delhi for 6 years running: 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 

2017 & 2018,

• Times award for Best Cocktail 2014 & 2015,

• Times Award for Best Ambience 2017 & 2018, 

• NRAIs award for India’s Best Bartender 2017 & 

2018 and

• Best Bar in Delhi 2018 by Delhites Magazine 

• Ranked in Top 10 bars in India in 30 Best Bars in 

India.

• PCO has been heralded as “the best cocktails in 

the capital” by The Wall Street Journal, and “Del-

hi’s very own getaway a la midnight in Paris” by 

Time Out, and “Remarkable in every way” by The 

Times of India.





PING’S CAFE ORIENT
LODHI COLONY, DELHI | SAKET, DELHI | 
CENTRAL KOLKATA | KAMALA MILLS, MUMBAI 
Ping’s Cafe Orient is about  ‘responsible
dining’. This healthy Asian street food restaurant 
is fun and casual, yet quirky and chic. The urban 
Asian fun-dine brings fresh, authentic South 
East Asian street food to New Delhi with a menu 
that presents street food the way it was 
originally prepared —using farm-fresh ingredi-
ents, freshly- ground spices and herbs to bring 
out robust flavours.

With delicacies from Hong Kong, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Thailand, Korea, Burma and, Japan, 
the menu has low- calorie, vegan and gluten- 
free

options, while preserving the authentic 
goodness of each dish. Even the fried food, 
like the Korean chicken wings, is made in 
heart-healthy oils such as canola, sunflower 
and peanut.
The interiors bring together modern street 
elements such as street lights & bottle crates 
for a playful, lively ambience that is perfect 
for any occasion... Moreover each Ping’s 
location has its own signature elements to 
keep them unique.
The cocktails are also central to the Ping’s 
experience—with seasonal, South East Asian 
twists on classic cocktails such as The Miso
Mary, the Ma Collins and the Singapore 
Sling. 

In addition, several healthy no-added sugar 
mocktails using tender coconut water, and 
on-site pressed juices are also highlights 
of the place.
Notable Media Mentions: Not only has Ping’s 
garnered a cult following, it also has received 
much critical acclaim. India Today has 
commended it for ’offering delicious food for 
the health-conscious. Prayers Answered.’ 
According to Verve magazine, “Ping’s brings 
freshness and originality to a well-explored 
cuisine” and The Hindu simply says that the 
Ping’s experience is “Excellent... and I hope 
you noticed the capital E”. Ping’s has also been 
included in Outlook Traveller’s list of best 
restaurants in India.
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PING’S BIA HÓÎ
GOA | GURGAON 
This beer garden, plucked straight out from the streets of 
Hanoi, serves the freshest South East Asian street food. 
Ping’s Bia Hóî perfectly blends the laid-back charm of 
colonial Vietnam with the unique features of its own 
location to create a stylised setting offering a fresh and 
original perspective on South East Asian street food.

The ethos of the menu is simple: to showcase the freshest-
ingredients and preserve authentic  Asian flavors. Awarded 
best newcomer at the Times Food and Nightlife Awards, the 
cocktail program features classics like the Ping’s Old 
Fashioned to signature tropical cocktails made with local 
spirits and ingredients.



PDA (PCO-DIVA AGENZIA)
MARTINIS & MORE
DELHI 
Hours: 11:30 am - 1:00 am 
Tel: +91 9999571177 
www.passcodeonly.com 

Bringing together two of Delhi's most 
talked about brands-cocktail bar PCO &
Italian restaurant DIVA, PDA (PCO-Diva 
Agenzia), is an intimate martini bar on 
the ground floor of Ritu Dalmia's long- 
running DIVA Restaurant in GK 2.

Redefining chic, this bar has taken the 
classic Italian elements of a taverna and 
given it a modern twist for a truly time-
less and cozy experience for its patrons. 

Catering to those who crave a  
beautifully stirred martini after-work or 
those who want to unwind  with some 
nibbles and infused-floral negronis at 
night, PDA is all about elegant comfort.
A pun on Public Display of Affection, 
PDA celebrates all expressions of love 
and equality, and is a space that has 
programs, performances, & talks to 
engage its like-minded, well-traveled 
clientele. In true Italian fashion, PDA 
does all-day aperitivo, where we serve 
a nibble with every cocktail ordered, so 
those who want to drop by after work 
for a drink,

will get a bite on the house. As space is 
limited, reservations are encouraged.

Accolades & Media Mentions

PDA has quickly built a reputation for 
having some of the finest cocktails in 
the city and has been nominated by 
almost every award in the Best
 Cocktails category and has 
consistently won the best wine list.



JAMUN
DELHI | GOA 

Critical Acclaim & Awards

Jamun’s originality and focus on authentic regional recipes, all under one roof, has brought it much fame—both nationally and 

internationally. Some of the notable mentions include:

- BBC GOOD FOOD AWARD “Best North Indian, Delhi”

- TIMES FOOD & NIGHTLIFE: “Best Regional Indian”

- EAZYDINER VIR SANGHVI’S CRITIC’S CHOICE: “Best Regional Indian”

- ‘Lovely ambiance. We have classic North Indian restaurants and great modern Indian places. What we lacked was a 

place that did justice to regional specialties. With Jamun, we finally have that restaurant.” ~ HT BRUNCH by VIR SANGHVI, - 

‘Jamun binds the diner in a promise - to draw them back’ ~ VOGUE

- ‘A delicious idea!’ ~ CONDE NAST TRAVELLER

- ‘An excellent meal... a restaurant that lives up to its name — and expectations’ ~ THE HINDU

- ‘One of the best Indian restaurants I’ve ever been to!’ - said by ALAIN PASSARD, 3-Michelin Star Chef and Owner of Arpège, 

Paris

-Jamun is a god sent... and the menu is chock-full of dishes one would want to try on one’s next visit.’ - Marryam H. Reshi,

 food critic

Jamun is a regional Indian eatery that 
celebrates the diversity and the rich 
heritage of Indian cuisine. With a 
promise to satisfy the most acute 
craving for feel-good Indian
 food, Jamun has curated a mix of 
forgotten recipes and popular Indian 
dishes from the Indian heartland that 
will be served in a light and

healthful manner, the way they 
are served up in any home 
across the country. Much like its 
namesake fruit, Jamun is a 
vibrant dining venue, packed 
with flavour and fun—and 
peppered with quite a few 
surprises.
Jamun lays emphasis on the 
earthy goodness and the

inherent organic qualities which 
are common to all Indian 
regional cuisine. The non-alcohol-
ic beverage menu boasts of 
nostalgic Indian favorites, while 
the cocktail list is a toast to classic 
cocktails, reimagined with a few, 
signature twists.
With a focus on freshness and 
‘farm-to-table’ philosophy,

Jamun’s food and beverage 
menu is about authenticity 
and honesty, with a slight 
accent of style. The space 
itself is that of easy eclecti-
cism-a bringing together of 
boldness of colour, with 
refined details that reflect the 
rich heritage of our country.





SAZ
SUNDER NAGAR, DELHI | CAMAC ST, KOLKATA |
MORJIM, GOA | BKC, MUMBAI | KAMALA MILLS, MUMBAI 

With its various avatars such as SAZ American 
Brasserie, SAZ Café and SAZ On the Beach, is a 
highly adaptable brand that is fundamentally a 
cocktail den and a gourmet food 
kitchen that fuses a contemporary NYC 
aesthetic with classic Old- World Americana.

Named after a New Orleans’ classic cocktail, 
which is often referred to as ‘a fun cousin of the 
Old Fashioned,’ Sazerac serves up some of the 
finest feel-good food and drink in a 
disarmingly easy-going and fun manner 
especially for them.

While each SAZ is unique, the food menu is a 
celebration of American culinary classics like 
Smashed Avocado on Toast, Lobster Rolls, to 
Buttermilk Pancakes and Bay Fish Tacos.

These wholesome dishes are complemented 
by an unparalleled cocktail list featuring 
over a dozen different types of Sazeracs, 
including the British Sazerac, made with 
London Dry Gin & Peychaud's bitters, After 
Dinner Sazerac with Bourbon & Coffee 
Liqueur and a House Sazerac made with Pass 
Code Only's House Blend Whiskey.





PCO BEVERAGE CONCIERGE,
CONSULTING & CATERING
PAN-INDIA & INTERNATIONAL 
BEVERAGE CONCIERGE
For clients looking to set up a full bar at 
their homes, PCO offers a one-stop 
solution. Ideal for those who entertain at 
home often, our experts will help you 
make sure your bar is fully stocked with 
useful equipment, glassware and spirits 
to entertain at any time.

CONSULTING
PCO provides consulting services to 
select restaurants and bars that are 
looking to redo their beverage 
programmes. From coming up with new 
bar menus, to trainings, to taking on full 
control of the bar, PCO provides bespoke 
solutions to help clients improve their 
bar—not only in terms of brand value but 
also in terms of profitability. 
 

CATERING
We have handled the complete bar, from 
set up to execution, for a select few
clients across the country. Be it 
developing bespoke cocktail menus or 
organising specific glassware, we do 
everything to cater to the theme of the 
event and help our clients’ celebrate 
their big day in the style they want. 

Ranging from brunches of 10 people to 
weddings of 1000, we do everything 
within our power to cater to our clients’ 
vision. When you choose PCO for the bar 
at your event, we offer a full range of 
services to make sure that your event is
executed perfectly—and do our best to 
adhere to your theme, wishes and 
fancies.

When we come on board to execute 
an event, we commit to: 
* Sending our award-winning
mixologists to your event 
* Doing the cocktail and bar Menu 
consultation
* Assisting with alcohol purchase or
consultation,if needed
* Working with decorators to 
thematically style the bar & bar 
display
* Glassware consultancy (and
procurement, if necessary) 
* Liquor license consultation
and procurement, if needed 
* Pairings cocktails with
courses, if needed
* Serving bespoke cocktails 
* Special features such as our
trademarked “bottle- fashioned bar” 

A FEW OF OUR PAST CLIENTS 
HAVE INCLUDED:

• Ambani Family, Mumbai 
• DLF Family wedding, Mussourie
• Godrej family event, Mumbai
• Jindal, Jodhpur
• TVS Motor family, Chennai
• Bharti Mittal family, Delhi
• Times Group, Delhi
• Mira-Exim Group, Delhi
• Jindal Stainless Steel, Delhi 
• Eros Group, Delhi
• Hero Group, Delhi
• Shivan & Narresh Designs, Delhi 
• Louis Vuitton, Delhi
• Kohler, Delhi
• Ralph Lauren, Mumbai



INDIA COCKTAIL WEEK
ALL OVER INDIA 
India Cocktail Week is the biggest 
celebration of the county’s burgeon-
ing cocktail culture, with plans to 
host ICW in major metropolitan 
cities across the country each year.

The first edition of the festival took
place in New Delhi from the 8th to 
the 17th of November 2019 and saw 
over 35 venues offer their signature 
serves at a fraction

of the price for the duration of the 
festival. Various other experiences 
such as workshops, cocktail crawls, 
brunches, pop-ups, secret tastings 
and other customisable experiences 
were also held at these venues, 
culminating in a first-of-its-kind 
Cocktail Village
that saw over 5000 people over the 
weekend.

Over the course of the week, ICW 
brings some of the best bars 
across the world to India for a 
pop-up hosted at venues across 
the city. Moreover, industry events 
include training for bartenders, 
masterclasses, liquor brand 
activations and much more.
The cocktail village itself melds the 
cocktail and spirit experience with 
music and gastronomical delights. 
This

carnivale-esque event is an 
immersive cocktail experience 
featuring secret bars, restaurants 
brand showcases, classes, 
entertainment, art and much 
more.
All in all, the cocktail village is 
about celebrating spirits and the 
burgeoning cocktail culture in 
India and exposing more and 
more people to the art 
of mixology.



Eeshaan Kashyap, Non-Executive Partner, Pass Code Hospitality
As the vice president for Pass Code Hospitality, he is always thinking of ingenious ways to 
make food & beverage exciting. He is a trained chef from The Oberoi Centre for Learning & 
Development and has been the youngest executive chef for the Oberoi Group with his 
specialization in western culinary & Indian coastal food. With his flair for food & exploring 
new recipes he is an avid traveller.

Yogesh Dhamiwal, Head - Strategy & Development, Pass Code Hospitality Yogesh 
oversees the firm’s business operations and development. Prior to his current position, 
Yogesh was ATM’s General Manager at Pass Code Hospitality itself, and Operations Head at 
critical acclaimed modern European Tres Restaurant. Yogesh graduated with highest 
distinction, summa cum laude, in hotel management and got his post graduate degree in 
business administration from Middlesex University, London.

Rahul Gomes Pereira, Executive Chef & Partner, Pass Code Hospitality
Aka Chef Picu is the winner of the INRA’s prestigious Most Unconventional Chef in          
111 India award, and for good reason. A Chef who wears many a hat—and we
111 mean that quite literally. His clean, bold flavours and the beautifully plated 
111 dishes, no matter what the cuisine, have won him praise from not only
111 patrons but critics as well, including Vir Sanghvi’s choice of best European 
111 restaurant in the capital. He has also been featured as one of the youngest 
111 Indian Chefs to Watch by Marryam Reshii. Born and bred in Goa, Picu 
graduated from IHM, Mumbai, and the prestigious Oberoi OCLD programme.

Radhika Dhariwal, Founder & Director, Pass Code Hospitality
Apart from helping create original F&B concepts and manage the overall direction and 
vision of Pass Code Hospitality, Radhika is a trained psychologist and the author of The Pet 
Post Secret (Harper Collins India, 2014), and The Tale of a No-Name Squirrel (S&S US, 2016). 
She has a B.Sc in Psychology from Brown University and a MA from NYU. She lives between 
Dubai and Delhi.

EXECUTIVE TEAM
              Rakshay Dhariwal,  Founder & Managing Director, Pass Code Hospitality
              Rakshay is a Delhi based entrepreneur, whose ventures focus on                   
              luxury-lifestyle in the hospitality industry. He started his career in 2008
              by taking the franchise of Kerala Ayurveda and in 2012 he made his mark
              on the F&B industry in India by launching PCO and has since opened 
several boutique F&B ventures in Delhi. In 2018, he was included in GQs list of 50 
Most Influential Young People in India.


